
FRESH DIRECT ANALYSIS VIA PORTER S FIVE FORCES MODEL

FreshDirect, LLC was founded in and launched in by cofounders Porter's 5-Forces Model â€“ One external analysis that
can be.

If anything is in their corner, it would be customer loyalty and name brand recognition. The substitutes have
lower performance, so customers are less likely to switch. Geographic factors would limit competition. Is it so
stressful? A lot of reporting will need to be conducted so new strategies can be implemented. Freeholders has
strong relationships with local stores and its distributors. And its ratio with corruption and organized crimes.
Pest analysis POLITICAL: Next political elections and changes that will happen in the country due to these
elections Strong and powerful political person, his point of view on business policies and their effect on the
organization. FreshDirect faced both operational and growth challenges. However, the new entrants will
eventually cause decrease in overall industry profits. Freeholders visible cardboard boxes are also an
environmental threat. Positive energy will bring in positive energy, why would they want to change something
that is not broken. The company provides same day as well as next-day delivery to some , customers or more,
making over 45, deliveries per week in the greater New York City metropolitan area. In large part, using these
strategies has made Freeholders a success among its industry rivals. After having a clear idea of what is
defined in the case, we deliver it to the reader. As with many ventures, however, there were bumps In the road,
with the company recovering much of Its losses after an Immigration audit, creating a crisis In  How to cite
this page Choose cite format:. What strategy was undertaken by this company? This is a positive for
FreshDirect. Opportunities: Freeholders has reputable brand name, and loyal customer base. What is the
company culture like? The sheer size of Amazon presents a unique problem for Freeholders, competing with a
company that has that kind of buying power. When the competitor attempts to knock off Fresh Directs
strategies, Fresh Direct can be in the lead. What problems are this company having and why? Freeholders has
extremely high standard for cleanliness, health and safety. Freeholders approach is very innovative; its
products have differentiation from rivals. This time, highlighting the important point and mark the necessary
information provided in the case. Constantly changing leaders, they are now on their 4th CEO of the company.
Rivals of Freeholders may adopt the advanced food technology software system. Due to their issues in , they
are in a consolidated stage in their company. Freeholders prices remain low, and they maintain better quality
over their rivals. Able to deliver the same day and also next day right to your office or doorstep along with
being able to pick up at the store is a strategy that FreshDirect has been using since the opened. Activities that
can be determined as your weakness in the market. Senior management is a major concern; they have a high a
turnover rate. When I was first reading this, I thought to myself, how can they succeed, but then realized in
NY there are many people who are busy with their jobs and family, where this would eliminate some time in
spending at a store.


